INNOVATIVE
USER FRIENDLY
MULTIFUNCTIONAL

SINCE 1901

HEALTHY CLEANING
The S115 keeps the dirt to itself - no smells, no emissions, just clean air.
Thanks to the 5 stages Swiss MedicleanTM filtration system, with its
exclusive Swiss HEPATM filter, the multiple layer dust bag, the active
carbon filter and the post-motor HEPA filter with anti-bacteria treatment,
the S115 not only cleans your surfaces but also purifies your ambient air.

ERGONOMIC CLEANING
Cleaning with minimum effort is finally possible!
The S115 has been conceived to take care of your wrists,
shoulders and back from the soft touch ergonomic
handle through the adjustable telescopic tube and the
foot pedals up to the stand-up parking position.

DEEP CLEANING
No carpet fibre is too long or groove too deep
for the S115.
The combination of the nozzles with the
surface optimised suction power removes
dirt deep down from every floor, upholstery or
mattress.

INTELLIGENT POWER CONTROL
All you need to do is move the brush on the floor.
Lux exclusively developed the world innovative Intelligent Power Control combining
performance with ease of use and energy optimisation. The IPC in fact adapts
the suction power to the floor type and the dust bag filling level, ensuring a constant
efficient suction for a constant deep cleaning result.

TIME & ENERGY SAVING
Thanks to the IPC Automatic system, S115 only uses as much
energy as is necessary for the respective surface, but, nonetheless,
cleans your flooring quickly and effectively. Moreover, the dust
container and the filter have to be replaced less frequently owing to
optimised loading.

SINGLE ICON DISPLAY
The big icons on the display are easy to read
also from a distance, they keep you informed on
the used function and advise when the dust bag
or the filters need to be changed.

CERTIFIED & RECOMMENDED
After scientific tests by independent German testing institutes,
the S115 has been awarded the Swiss Allergy Label and
is recommended by the Swiss allergy and asthma association
aha! Swiss Allergy Centre.

USER FRIENDLY
Easy to use, far reaching, comfortable parking position,
equipped with a vast accessory range for deep cleaning,
big clear symbols and an inbuilt service system advising
when to change the dust bag or the filters.
The S115 will make cleaning a whole new experience.

QUALITY
S115 unifies the modern, timeless Swiss Design with quality
„Made in Europe“.
The elegant stainless steel cover, the high quality components
and the robust construction provide for a long and performing
cleaning life.

PB INTELLIGENCE
The motor brush PB Intelligence will tackle every floor
thanks to the Powerclean and Sensiclean brush rolls
for hard and delicate floors and the automatic brush roll
adjustment function. The pleasant self drive, the front
search light, the foot pedal interlocking and the stand-by
position will make efficient cleaning even lighter.

AUTOMATIC NOZZLE
The patented intelligent Lux automatic
nozzle adapts the height of the brush
according to the cleaning surface. Thanks
to the double swivel, it is unequalled in its
manoeuvrability and also cleans below
low pieces of furniture without problem.

PL 1
The care brush PL 1 has been
developed to thoroughly
remove mites and allergens
on mattresses and upholstery.

COMBINATION NOZZLE & CO
The small combination nozzle is the perfect helper for wiping
dust, cleaning upholstery or curtains. The radiator brush and the
crevice nozzle are the perfect accessories for dusting even the
narrowest gaps.

PLUS X AWARD
Due to its modern design, its advanced
ergonomic and its thoughtful multifunctionality,
the S115 has been awarded the prestigious
German PLUS X AWARD for Design, Ease of
Use and Functionality.

„I would recommend the S115 because it
effectively improves the quality of the air.
The uique filtration system makes sure that no
particles are release in the air while vacuuming.
This is a very rare feature on the market.“
Dr. Andreas Winkens, gui-lab

„The S115 was a great choice. It makes vaccum
cleaning so much faster and easier. The
various accessories are working just great! I
am especially impressed by the powerful motor
brushes that can thoroughly remove dust from
even the narrowest edges. Now I practically
clean every inch and corner with them. I can
recommend this great device to everyone.“
Mrs Marion Brandt
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